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Abstract
We investigate the complexity of basic decidable cases of the commutation problem for languages:
testing the equalityXY =YX for two languages X andY. We show that it varies from co-NEXPTIME
complete through PSPACE complete and co-NP complete to deterministic polynomial time, whenY is
an explicitly given ﬁnite language and X is given by a CF grammar generating a ﬁnite language, a non-
deterministic ﬁnite automaton (or a regular expression), an acyclic nondeterministic ﬁnite automaton
or an explicitly given ﬁnite language, respectively. Interestingly in most cases the complexity status
does not change if instead of explicitly given ﬁniteY we consider generalY of the same type as X. For
deterministic ﬁnite automata the problem remains open, due to the asymmetry of the catenation.
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1. Introduction
Research on word equations during the past few decades has revealed several amazing
results, most notably the Makanin’s algorithm and its extensions [16,4,17]. The situation
changes completely when equations on languages (or even on ﬁnite languages) are con-
sidered. Very little, or in fact almost nothing, is known about their solutions [11]. The
exception being the case when such restricted equations with two operations—union and
concatenation—are considered where certain ﬁxed points results become applicable. An
example is the method to compute the rational expression for a given ﬁnite automaton,
see [14] for a general survey. Such a theory, however, does not have a counterpart in word
equations.
The equation corresponding to the commutation problem is:XY = YX. Even this decep-
tively simple equation proposes several natural and combinatorially interesting problems.
Recently there was a renewed interest in commutation problem due to the partial solution
to the problem posed more than 30 years ago by Conway [2]:
Assume X is the maximal solution to XY = YX for a given ﬁnite set Y.
Is the language X regular?
An afﬁrmative answer for a special case of preﬁx sets was shown in [18]. Then in [1] a
simple solution was shown when Y ⊆ + is a binary set, and recently this was extended
to all three element sets Y, see [13,12]. Interestingly, in all these cases the above maximal
set is Y+, and also complete characterization for sets commuting with Y were obtained.
On the other hand, even for sets of cardinality four the Conway’s Problem is unanswered.
Something about the intriguing nature of the commutation was revealed in [8], where it
was shown that it is undecidable whether a given two element set and a given context-free
language commute. This is the reason we restrict here only CF grammars generating only
ﬁnite languages.
It seems that further studies on the commutation with ﬁnite sets is needed. In this paper
we study the following problem:
Instance. Given descriptions of two languages X and Y.
Question. What is the complexity of testing the equality X · Y = Y ·X?
We can change the way we formulate a problem instance by changing the type of
description: deterministic and nondeterministic ﬁnite automata (dfa’s and nfa’s, respec-
tively) with and without cycles, context-free grammars (cfg’s) and regular expressions.
Even the exact complexity of the case of an explicitly given ﬁnite X is nontrivial. The
set Y is in most cases an explicitly given ﬁnite language, unless it is speciﬁed other-
wise. Then the size of Y, in symbols ||Y ||, is to be understood as the total length of its
words. Sometimes a secondary size is considered: the cardinality of Y, in symbols |Y |.
By sizes of regular expressions, nfa’s and cfg’s we mean the numbers of symbols in their
descriptions.
We assume throughout the paper that  is an alphabet containing at least two symbols.
Our next proposition is a special case of a theorem in [18].
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Proposition 1.1. If X ∩ m = ∅,  /∈ X and X = X, then m ⊆ X.
Proof. Let Z = m ∩X. We show by induction the following statement for each km:
∀(y ∈ k) ∃(x ∈ Z) : y is a preﬁx of x.
This is clearly true for k = 1. Then, sinceZ ⊆ Z, we have that all words of length k+1,
as they are preﬁxes of Z by inductive assumption, are also preﬁxes of words in Z. 
We denote
Ln = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 · · · ∪ Ln
and conclude the following useful facts.
Lemma 1.2. (i) If L = ∗ or L = ∗ − {u} for some word u, then L = L if and only
if L = ∗.
(ii) If for all k = 1, . . . , m, L ∩ k = ∅,  /∈ L and L ⊆ n, then L = L ⇔
L = n.
(iii) If L ⊆ m and L = ∅, then L = L⇔ L = m.
2. Regular expressions and nondeterministic automata
Regular languages can be represented by regular expressions or nfa’s. Unfortunately,
the representations are not polynomially equivalent. For each regular expression R there is
polynomial size nfa (with respect to the size of R) that accepts the language represented by
R, and moreover such an nfa can be constructed in polynomial time [7,9,10]. The opposite
is not true: there is an nfa accepting a regular language L such that the smallest regular
expression for L is of exponential size with respect to the size of the nfa [5]. Nevertheless,
independently of the representation we prove that the commutation problem for a regular
language and a ﬁnite language is PSPACE complete. As a consequence we have that the
commutation problem for two regular languages is also PSPACE complete.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a regular language given by a regular expression. Then the com-
mutation problem for X and Y =  is PSPACE hard.
Proof. LetM be any deterministicTuringmachineworking in polynomial space.We assume
thatM stops on every input. Let pM(n) be the size of the maximal space used byM during
the computation for a word of size n. Clearly, pM(n)cnk for some constants c and k.
Let w be any word over {a, b}. A history of a computation of M on the word w is a word
history(w) which is of the form #w0#w1# · · · #wm#, where |wi | = c|w|k + 1 and wi is a
conﬁguration of M at step i of the computation of M on the word w. Then w0 = q0wBj ,
where q0 is the starting state ofM and B is a blank symbol of the tape ofM and j = cnk−1.
Moreover, we assume that after conﬁguration wm the machine M stops.
Let  = {a, b, #, B} ∪Q, where Q is the set of states ofM. Now we construct a regular
expression R of polynomial size on |w| such that, R = ∗ if w is not accepted by M,
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and R = ∗ − {history(w)} if w is accepted by M. Then the result is a consequence of
Lemma 1.2.
The expression R is the union of four expressions: R = R1 ∪R2 ∪R3 ∪R4. R1 describes
words which are not of the form #u0#u1# · · · #ul#, where ui’s are of length c|w|k + 1,
and they contain exactly one state of M. R2 describes words which are neither of the form
∗qxu#u′x′q ′∗, where q, q ′ ∈ Q, x, x′ ∈ {a, b}, (q, x, q ′, x′, 1) is a transition ofM, and
|xu#u′| = cnk − 1, nor of the form ∗qxu#u′q ′x′∗, where q, q ′ ∈ Q, x, x′ ∈ {a, b},
(q, x, q ′, x′,−1) is a transition of M, and |xu#u′| = cnk − 1. R3 describes the words
which are not of the form #uau′#wa where |u| = |w| and the symbol a is not immediately
preceded by a state q in uau′.R4 describes the words which do not containw0 as a preﬁx or
do not contain an accepting conﬁguration as a sufﬁx. Intuitively expression R1 includes all
words which are not of a correct form to be computations, R2 includes those words where
a computation step is not correct, R3 includes those words where other than the scanned
letter is changed, and ﬁnally R4 those words which starts or ends wrongly. Clearly, as the
disjunction all words except the potentially halting computation onw are included in R.We
leave it to the reader to check that all Ri’s indeed can be constructed and that they are of
the required sizes. 
Corollary 2.2. Let X and Y be regular languages given by nfa’s or regular expressions.
Then the commutation problem for X and Y is PSPACE complete.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and the above discussion it is enough to prove that the problem is
in PSPACE when X and Y are given by two nfa’s. Since X and Y are regular, the languages
XY and YX are regular, too. Moreover their representations as two nfa’s can be computed
in polynomial time. Now it is enough to solve the equivalence problem for two nfa’s in
PSPACE. The latter problem is in PSPACE, in fact PSPACE complete, see [6]. 
As a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 we have:
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a regular language given by an nfa or a regular expression, and
let Y be a ﬁnite language given by an acyclic nfa. Then the commutation problem for X and
Y is PSPACE complete.
In what follows we replace general nfa’s by acyclic ones, and show that the complexity
of our problem changes as well.
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a ﬁnite language given by an acyclic nfa, and let Y = . Then the
commutation problem for X and Y is co-NP complete.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1. We want to prove that checking
XY = YX is NP-hard. We take a nondeterministic Turing machine M which works in
polynomial time. We assume that M stops on every input and on every nondeterministic
choice. For a given word w deﬁne a set HISTORY(w) being the set of all possible histories
of computations ofM on the wordw.All words inHISTORY(w) are of polynomial size with
respect to |w|. We choose c and k such that for every w ∈ ∗ and every u ∈ HISTORY(w)
|u|c|w|k.
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We can also assume that in all histories of w the conﬁgurations are of a constant size, as
was the case in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Further from technical reasons we deﬁne
HISTORY ′(w) = {uBj : u ∈ HISTORY(w), j = c|w|k − |u|}.
All words inHISTORY ′(w) are of the same length c|w|k which depends only on |w|. Denote
by Accept(w) the subset of HISTORY ′(w) containing all accepting histories for w. Given
a word w denote m = c|w|k . Now we construct a regular language R such that R = m if
HISTORY(w) does not contain an accepting history for w, and R = m − Accept (w) if
HISTORY(w) contains an accepting history for w. Now the result is a consequence of the
considerations in Theorem 1.2.
The deﬁnition of R is basically that of the proof of Theorem 2.1: It consists of four
expressions the three last ones being as there, and the R1 describing those words which are
not of the form #u0#u1# · · · #ul#Bj where ui’s are of suitable constant length containing
just one occurrence of the state set of M and j is as speciﬁed above. 
Corollary 2.5. Let X be a ﬁnite language given by an acyclic nfa andY be a ﬁnite language
given explicitly or by an acyclic nfa. Then the commutation problem for X and Y is co-NP
complete.
Proof. We may assume that Y is given by an acyclic nfa. First we guess w in X and v in
Y such that wv is not in YX or vw is not in XY. Words w and v are of polynomial size.
Checking that a guess is correct can be done in polynomial time since the languages XY and
YX are regular ones. 
Observe here that if we replace acyclic nfa’s by a star-free regular expressions then
the complexities of considered problems are the same. We return to the case of dfa’s in
Section 4.
3. Context-free grammars
In this section, we consider the commutation problem in the setting that languages are
speciﬁed by cfg’s, or pushdown automata (pda’s). Cfg’s are much more powerful language
generators than ﬁnite automata, as is exampliﬁed by the following result of [8].
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a context-free language andY a two element set. It is undecidable
whether or not X and Y commute.
Consequently, from the point of view of our goals we have to restrict to cfg’s (or pda’s)
which generate only ﬁnite languages. Then, of course, the question of Proposition 3.1
becomes decidable.
In our later considerations we need some basic properties of cfg’s and pda’s. First of all
the size of a cfg or a pda is deﬁned as the number of symbols in its description. Note that
this number is linearly related to the number of productions of a cfg or of the transitions of
a pda. Also the following lemma follows from basic results of context-free languages.
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Lemma 3.2. For each pdaA there exists a cfg which is equivalent toA and of polynomial
size with respect to that of A, and conversely.
This result allows us to use either the grammar based or the automata based approach.
Now, assume that a cfg G generates a ﬁnite language; this is an easily decidable property.
It can generate single exponentially long words with respect to its size. An example is the
following grammar
G : Xi → Xi+1Xi+1, for i = 0, . . . , n− 1,
Xn → a | b.
The above shows also that a cfg of linear size can generate a ﬁnite language of double
exponential cardinality.
Lemma 3.3. Each ﬁnite language generated by a cfg is exponentially bounded with respect
to the size of the grammar.
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is straightforward. Another basic property of ﬁnite context-free
languages is speciﬁed in the next lemma. Intuitively it shows that exponential counting is
possible by a small pda.
Lemma 3.4. (i) There is a pda with O(n) states accepting the language
Ln = {ai#bi |1 i2n}.
(ii) There is a polynomial size pda (in terms of n) accepting the language
Lc,n = {w ∈ ( ∪ #)∗||w|2cn, w contains a factor y ∈ #∗# with |y| = 2n},
where # /∈ , and c is a constant.
Proof. What has to be done when accepting these languages is counting up to 2n (or 2cn).
This can be done by using only O(n) states by remembering the current value in the stack
as a binary number having the least signiﬁcant digit on the top. Then to add 1 means that
replace the ﬁrst 0 by 1 and all 1’s above it by 0. This is not difﬁcult to do: the machine pops
all the topmost 1’s and counts by states how many have been popped, then replace the 0 by
1 and add so many 0’s to the top as was counted in the states. Similarly, subtraction by 1 is
easy.
The above clearly implies (i).
Part (ii) looks at ﬁrst glance more difﬁcult since one has to do the exponential adding
two times and independently. However, this can be done as follows. The states of the pda
have two components. The ﬁrst components are used to count up to 2n basically as above.
It will repeatedly check that factors in between two consecutive marks are of the length 2n.
Hence, O(n) values of the ﬁrst components are enough. Whenever, a factor of length 2n is
found the second counter, realized by the second component of the states, is incremented
by one. This counter counts up to 2(c−1)n − 1, i.e. the size of the counter is O(n). Now
the automaton rejects the input if it succeeds to check that the input consists of 2(c−1)n − 1
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words of 2n each of those separated by the marker #. Otherwise the word is accepted. The
details how this is achieved are left to the reader.
Now, the result follows from the identity
2n(2(c−1)n − 1+ 1) = 2cn.
Note here that the term +1 comes from the number of markers #. 
Theorem 3.5. Assume a cfg G generates a ﬁnite set L. The problem of testing L = L
is co-NEXPTIME-complete.
Proof. We show that there is a polynomial size grammar generating all sequences of
exponential sizewhich are invalid histories of an accepting computation of aTuringmachine
working in nondeterministic exponential time.Weuse the ideas fromLemma3.4 to construct
a pda A accepting all words of size at most 2cn except valid accepting histories. Assume
the accepting history is a word of the form
#w1#w2#w3 · · · #wt, (1)
where t = 2n and |wi | = 2n, wi ∈ ∗Q∗ where Q is the set of states of the Turing
machine, and # ∈ .
By the deﬁnition of (1) we choose c = 3 in Lemma 3.4 (ii). Then we construct a pda A
which accepts all words of length at most 23n which are not of the form (1). In addition we
can require that A accepts all of the above words which does not contain exactly one state
symbol of the Turing machine in each of the words wi . All this leads to a polynomial size
pda.
So far A has not excluded valid computations of the Turing machine. Consequently, we
modify A such that it nondeterministically checks that, for some i, the words wi and wi+1
are not consecutive conﬁgurations of the machine. And in this case the word is accepted.
The checking is easy to do by a pushdown store. The problem is that it is already needed in
counting the length ofwi andwi+1 in the proof of Lemma 3.4 (ii), and of course two stores
are not allowed. This problem can be overcome as follows.
When for a nondeterministically chosen i the word wi is read then the counting of the
proof of Lemma 3.4 is not done for wi (and wi+1). Instead a position of q in wi is stored in
the stack and after the machines checks that the marker # is found within 2n input symbols.
After that the stack is modiﬁed to remember the position of q and the corresponding position
in wi+1 is searched for. Then the pda can check whether the state symbols in wi and wi+1
does not correspond to a transition of the Turing machine; if not the input word is accepted.
In addition the pda continues by searching the next marker within 2n input symbols.
In the above computation the lengths of wi and wi+1 are not checked, but those of all
other wj ’s are checked. If they are not correct the input is accepted in another computation
(if only the total length is at most 2cn). So the problem is to accept those words which are of
the form (1) and not valid computations. But this is exactly what is done by the computation
described above.
It follows that the pda constructed accepts all words of length at most 2cn, if there is
no valid history of a computation in 2n time of the Turing machine. If there is a valid
computation then A accepts some word of length at most 2n, and at the same time it does
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not accept some other word of the same length. We can conclude by Lemma 1.2. Indeed,
due to Lemma 3.2 A can be transformed into a equivalent cfg of a polynomial size. 
Corollary 3.6. Let a ﬁnite language L be given by a cfg G and let Y be a ﬁnite language
given explicitly or by an acyclic nfa or by a cfg G′. Then the commutation problem for L
and Y is in co-NEXPTIME-complete.
Proof. It is enough to prove that the problem is in co-NEXPTIME, so it is enough to prove
that the problem LY = YL is in NEXPTIME. We may assume thatY is given by a cfg. First
we guess words w in L and v in Y such that wv is not in YL or vw is not in LY. By Lemma
3.3 the wordwv is of length at most exponential with respect to the sizes ofG andG′. Now
YL is context-free so the checking whether wv is in YL can be done in exponential time.
Similarly, we can check whether vw is in LY. 
Similarly we obtain:
Corollary 3.7. Let a ﬁnite language L be given by a cfg G and let Y be a regular language
given by an nfa or by a regular expression. Then the commutation problem for L andY is in
EXPSPACE.
Proof. It is enough to prove that there is a regular expression of size single exponential
which describes the language L. First we remove from the grammarG useless nonterminals
and thenwe transform it into a cfgG′ in Chomsky normal form.The size ofG′ is polynomial
with respect to the size of G. Since G′ describes a ﬁnite language, nonterminals of G′ can
be partially ordered by a relation A > B iff A → BC or A → CB is a production in G′.
We extend the relation > into a linear order >′ in any way. Let A0 >′ A1 >′ · · · >′ An
be all nonterminals of G′ ordered by >′. The regular expression for L can be constructed
as follows. Let A0 → B1C1, A0 → B2C2, …, A0 → Bk0Ck0 be all productions in
G′ in which left-hand side is A0. We call such productions for A0. We start by regular
expression R0 = B1C1 ∪ B2C2 ∪ · · ·Bk0Ck0 . The expression contains 2k0 nonterminals.
Let A1 → D1E1, A1 → D2E2, …, A1 → Dk1Ek1 be productions of G′ for A1. Now in
R0 we replace all occurrences of A1 by the expression (D1E1 ∪ D2E2 ∪ · · · ∪ Dk1Ek1).
In this way we obtain a regular expression R1 of size O(2k0)O(2k1) with at most 22k0k1
occurrences of nonterminals {A2, A3, . . . , An}. Similarly having k2 productions for A2 we
construct a regular expressionR2 of size O(2k0)O(2k1)O(2k2) containing at most 23k0k1k2
occurrences of nonterminals {A3, A4, . . . , An}. Suppose the number of productions forAi is
ki . Then proceeding as previously the elimination of consecutive nonterminalswe eventually
get a regular expressionRn of size O(2k0) · · ·O(2kn)without nonterminals. Hence, the size
ofRn does not exceed cn(2k0) · · · (2kn) for a suitable constant c. Suppose the size ofG′ is
m. Then, clearly,m = 2(k0+· · ·+kn). Since arithmetic mean is at least as big as geometric
mean we have




for 1nm/2 which takes maximum for n = m/2. Hence, the size of Rn is 2O(m) i.e. is
single exponential function of m. This completes the proof. 
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4. Deterministic ﬁnite automata
For dfa’s, the complexity status of the commutation problem is open. This is due to the
asymmetry of the complexity of concatenating a dfa language by a ﬁnite set from the left
and from the right.
We have partial results, which suggest that the problem would be PSPACE-complete. Let
us consider the problem of the complexity of a language of the form L′ = L(A) · Y , where
Y is a ﬁnite language, measured in the number of states of the minimal dfa accepting L′.
Observe that if we take L(A) = ∗ and Y = 1 · k , then A can have only one state, the
automaton forY has O(k) states, but the smallest dfa for L′ needs an exponential number of
states. This happens because the total size ofY is exponential with respect to k. The situation
is much different when the total size ofY is part of the input size. In this case L′ is accepted
by a dfa of a polynomial size. However, for the language Y · L(A) the situations can be
dramatically different. This can be seen in our next theorem, which can be found also in
[19]. We present a proof which is more suitable for our considerations.
Theorem 4.1. (i) Assume A is a deterministic automaton and Y is a ﬁnite language. Then
we can construct in polynomial time a deterministic automaton accepting L(A) · Y , which
has a polynomial number of states, in terms of total size of A and Y.
(ii) There are dfa’s A and ﬁnite languages Y, where the total size of A and Y is n, such
that the number of states of the minimal dfa accepting Y · L(A) is exponential in n.
Proof. Part (i) is obvious since the family {w−1Y |w ∈ ∗} is of polynomial size with
respect to the size of Y.
Part (ii) is proved as follows: consider the language
L=(n) = {1n$u#v : u, v ∈ {a, b}n, ∃i : 1 in and the ith letter of u is
different to that of v}.
It is easy to see that a dfa for L =(n) needs an exponential number of states. On the other
hand, we can write
L=(n) = 1n · (L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 . . . ∪ Ln),
where each Li is accepted by a linear size dfa. Indeed, Li’s are chosen to test the inequality
on the ith position.
Next we deﬁne the languages
L = 1 · L1 ∪ 12 · L2 ∪ 13 · L3 . . . 1n · Ln, and
Y = 1 ∪ 12 ∪ 13 . . . 1n.
The language L is accepted by a linear size dfa. The automaton simply reads the number
of leading ones, before the symbol “$’’, and then depending on this number switches to
simulate the corresponding dfa for Li . Then
(Y · L) ∩ (1n$ · ∗) = L=(n).
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Hence any dfa for Y ·L should have exponential number of states. Otherwise L=(n) would
have a small dfa, as a product of the dfa for Y · L and linear size dfa for 1n$ · ∗. 
We continue with the following result. Here a preﬁx set is a set where no word is a preﬁx
of another word.
Theorem 4.2. Let A be a dfa.
(i) If Y is an explicitly given ﬁnite language then we can test the inclusion Y · L(A) ⊆
L(A) · Y in deterministic polynomial time.
(ii) If P is an explicitly given ﬁnite preﬁx set then we can test the equality P · L(A) =
L(A) · P in deterministic polynomial time.
Proof. Due toTheorem 4.1 we can construct a deterministic automatonA′ forL(A)·Y with
polynomial number of states. LetA′′ be the complement ofA′.We also construct a nfa C for
Y ·L(A) with polynomial number of states. Then it is enough to check L(C)∩L(A′′) = ∅.
This can be done by combining C and A′′ into a single nfa D with polynomial number of
states. Hence, we can test L(C) ∩ L(A′′) = ∅ by checking if L(D) = ∅. This problem is
reducible to a path problem in a graph.
The second point follows from the fact that P · L(A) is a language accepted by a poly-
nomial size dfa. 
The following fact suggests that it is unlikely that the equality Y · L(A) = L(A) · Y ,
for ﬁnite Y, and a dfa A, can be tested in polynomial time.
Theorem 4.3. Let A and B be dfa’s and Y an explicitly given ﬁnite language. Testing the
inclusion L(B) ⊆ Y · L(A) is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. LetM be a deterministic Turing machineM working in space m for the input word
w of size n. We construct a dfa accepting non-valid computations of M for w similarly as
we constructed a dfa for the language L =(m).
We deﬁne a sequence of languages L1, L2, . . . , Ln which together “test’’ that two con-
secutive conﬁgurations ofM are invalid.This can be done in a similarway as for the language
L=(n). We omit the details. Eventually we construct the language L such that
1n$∗ ⊆ Y · L iff there is no valid accepting computation ofM.
The language 1n$∗ can be accepted by a dfa with n+ 2 states. 
5. Finite languages
In this section, we consider the commutation of ﬁnite languages, and give some com-
plexity results which beat the naive algorithms.
Let X be an explicitly given ﬁnite language. Recall that |X| denotes the number of words
in X and ||X|| the total size of all words in X, i.e. the sum of the lengths of all words in X.
We start with a few auxiliary results.
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Lemma 5.1. (i) If X is a ﬁnite set of words over a non-unary alphabet , then
|X|c ||X||
log|| ||X||
for a suitable constant c.
(ii) Let X and Y are two ﬁnite languages over a ﬁnite alphabet  and let |X| = n and
|Y | = m. Then ||XY ||m||X|| + n||Y ||.
Proof. Part (i). For a ﬁxed number N we consider a set of words X satisfying the following
three conditions:
• ||X|| = N ,
• ||X|| is minimal possible.
Consider a trie T for X, see [3]. The trie has |X| distinguished nodes and each path from the
root of T to a distinguished vertex of T is labeled by a word in X. Clearly, each leaf of T is
distinguished. We prove the following three simple facts.
Claim I. T is a balanced trie.
Claim II. Any son of a vertex with less than || sons in T is a leaf.
Claim III. Each vertex in T is distinguished.
Proofs of the claims. (I) Suppose that the difference between depths of two leaves of T is
at least 2. Then we remove the deeper one and put it as a son of the other one. In this way
the cardinality of the obtained set is the same as the cardinality of X, and its size is strictly
smaller than ||X||; a contradiction.
(II) Suppose there is a vertex v in T having less than  sons which is not a leaf. Then we
remove a leaf whose ancestor is v and put it as a son of v. Again the set represented by a
new trie has the same number of elements as X and is of smaller size; a contradiction.
(III) Since each leaf is distinguished, we may assume that an internal vertex v of T is
not distinguished. Then we take any path from v to a leaf, remove v and move all other
vertices of the path one level up. New trie corresponds to a set of the same cardinality as X
and smaller size; a contradiction. 
By the claims we may assume that T is a full ||-ary trie of |X| nodes. Such a trie has at




Since the function n/(log|| n), for n > e, is increasing the part (i) follows.
Part (ii) follows from the estimates:
||XY ||  x∈X,y∈Y |xy|x∈Xy∈Y (|x| + |y|)x∈X(m|x| + y∈Y |y|)
 x∈X(m|x| + ||Y ||)m||X|| + n||Y ||. 
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Now we can state our ﬁrst result for ﬁnite sets.
Theorem 5.2. Let X andY be explicitly given ﬁnite sets over a constant size alphabet. Then
the commutation problem for X and Y can be solved in O(|X| · ||Y || + |Y | · ||X||) time. In
particular, if the total size of the sets is n, then the problem can be solved in O(n2/ log n)
time.
Proof. First we construct a trie for the language XY. Then for each word in YX we check
whether it is in XY. Next we construct a trie for the language YX and for each word in XY
we check whether it is in YX.
The estimation O(n2/ log n) is a consequence of the previous lemma. 
When most of the words inX, Y are long words then a better measure of the input size is
a pair (k, n), where n is the total length of all words inX∪ Y and k is the number of words.
Indeed, usually k  n2.
Theorem 5.3. Let X andY be ﬁnite explicitly given languages of total size n and cardinality
at most k. Then the commutation problem for X and Y can be solved in O((k2 + n) log2 n)
time.
Proof. DenoteW = X ∪ Y . We use the concept of the dictionary of basic factors, denoted
DBF(W), for the setW of words, see [3]. The sub-words of words inW whose lengths are
powers of two, are called basic factors. The dictionary DBF(W) assigns to each sub-word
w an integer name(w) ∈ [1, . . . , n] such that each basic factor w is uniquely identiﬁed by
the pair (length(w), name(w)).
The following fact has been shown in [3].
Claim I. DBF(W) can be constructed in time O(n log n).
For words whose length is not necessarily a power of two deﬁne
code(w) = (length(w), name(w′), name(w′′)),
where w′, w′′ are respectively the largest preﬁx and the largest sufﬁx of w whose length is
a power of two.
For a set X of words denote: code(X) = {code(x) : x ∈ X}.
We replace the sets X and Y by X′ = code(X), Y ′ = code(Y ). for two codes x′, y′ of
words x, y denote by x′ ⊗ y′ = z′, where z′ is the code of xy.
Claim II. Given a dictionary DBF(X ∪ Y ), we can compute in O((k2 + n) log n) time the
values x′ ⊗ y′ for all pairs (x′, y′), where x′ ∈ code(X), y′ ∈ code(Y ).
We show the computation of x′ ⊗ y′ for example strings x, y, let
x′ = code(x), y′ = code(y), where x = abbac, y = bbcabccabab.
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The code for xy will consist of the code for the maximal preﬁx which length is a power of














The crucial point is that the computation is reduced to the computation of product ⊗ for
basic factors with already known names (stored in DBF). We can write
z′ = 1⊗ 2, where 1 = 1⊗ ((2⊗ 3)⊗ 4).
Observe that ’s and ’s are codes of basic factors of words in X ∪ Y .
In the dictionary of basic factors we can keep for each basic factor the information what
are the names of its halves. Also for two basic factors of the same length we can ﬁnd the
name of their composition in O(log n) time. Some names of compositions of adjacent basic
factors which appear in words xy should be added to the original dictionary. This can be
done in O((k2 + n) log2 n) time.
In thisway the name for each xy, where x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , can be computed using logarithmic
number of queries for names of compositions of two basic factors. Altogether this cost
O(k2 log2 n) time, since we have k2 possible pairs xy.
It is easy to see that:
X′ ⊗ Y ′ = Y ′ ⊗X′ ⇔ XY = YX.
Now the algorithm is very simple.We computeX′ ⊗Y ′ and Y ′ ⊗X′ and test equality of two
sets consisting of triples of short integers.We can do it by sorting these sets lexicographically
and testing equality of sorted lists. 
6. Open problems
Weconclude by stating several openproblems.What is the complexity of the commutation
problem when X and Y are of the following types:
1. X and Y are regular languages given by dfa’s?
2. X is given by a deterministic dfa and Y is ﬁnite?
3. X is ﬁnite and given by a deterministic dfa and Y is ﬁnite?
4. X is given by a dpda and Y is ﬁnite?
5. X is ﬁnite and given by a dpda and Y is ﬁnite?
6. X is regular and Y =  where size of  is a constant?
We note that most of our problems are connected to deterministic models of automata.
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